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DISTURBANCES

The nc~ber of disturbances durlnF 1980 were fever t~an any o~ the past
fCUT years. A total ~f fifteen disturbances occurre1.

One boat landed on the tip o! the spit causinp a 5uhstantlal distur
bance. Approximately 2.000 walruses were harrassed off the beac~ by
rock tbrovln~ and !rom people beln~ too close to the herd. Six people
were ~pprehended dnd informed that they were 1n violation of trespass
of the sanctuary. Although they were belll~erent. these people l~ft

with no further violation of the sanctuary. No other sl~nlflcant boat
disturbances occurred.

There vas a flurry of airplane disturbances on August 21 and 22. Two
and six planes respectively circled the 1s1and blatantly within the
protected air tone. These tva days accounted for mar! than half of
the disturbances that occurred the entire season.
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VISITORS

Seventeen groups of vls1ters came to Round Island durln~ 1960. Seven
of these parties camped on the island, and ten of them stayed for only
a fev hours.

Tva of the seven camped groups remained on the island for ooe night
only. Four of the parties who camped on the island arrived by float
plane, and all four of these groups were weathered-in for a minimum of
three days beyond their planned departure date. Two groups arrived on
the island August 29, planning to spend the weekend. Typical Sep
tember weather set in: clear skies, blowing at least 35 knots, with
at least eight foot seas. These two groups were rescued by a fishing
boat seven days later in very marginal sea conditions. September
weather has been so marginal for any transportation method for the
past six years, that we recommend the island by closed September 1
until a tourist cabin is built.

Of the ten groups that visited the island for less than one day, ei~ht

parties arrived by fishing boat and two landed in seafood cannery hel
icopters. Fishing boats are a much superior method of transport to the
island, as they can handle much heavier seas than Cdn float planes.
We encountered no major problems with fishing boats as most of them
had read the permit and entered through the Boat Cove access corridor.
We need to emphasize the necessity of fishing boats giving us an ETA.
Our research takes us over the entire island, and boats could easily
be missed if we ~ere "at expecting them. Boats must let us kno~ at
least by our 8:3~ AM radio schedule if they intend to come to the
island that day.

Unlike previous years, the majority of this years~ visitors were from
the Bristol Bay area. Only two parties were from Europe, and one per
son from outside of Alaska. People on fishing boats were all Bristol
Bay fishermen or local school teachers.

Weather conditions on Round Island cannot be emphasized enough to peo
ple who intend to camp on the island. The wOrst storm ve have experi
enced yet occurred in mid August, in the prime of the tourist season.
Winds greater than 75 knots blew apart our Polar Pyramid tent that was
~uaranteed to withstand 100 mile an hour winds. Luckily, no visitors
were on the island during this storm. Accommodations in our eight
foot by ten foot cabin would be claustrophobic with extra bodies on
the floor.
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ROUND ISLAND VISITORS

JULY 1, 1980 - SEPTEM8ER 4, 1980

NUMBER TOTAL #"UNPLANNED
VIS !TORS/ LENGTH WEATHERED-IN" NUMBER NU~BER :-'.ODE C::'

OATE PARTY OF STAY DAYS MAN-DAYS CAMP-DAYS T~A:-lS?C;;:T;,"': ~~--
7/3 - 7/8 2 6 days 5 (3-DLG 12 10 YUH Ai ~

2-RI )
7/3 - 7/19 1 17 days 3 17 16 Y~~E A:R-!"\

=ISHI~G 80A~-O~7
7rg 6 2 hours 0 6 0 F~SYli';G 801\7
7/20 4 5 hours 0 4 0 =:SHI~G SC,'i-:-
7/20 2 3 hours 0 2 0 "I SHI~G :3Gr\~

7/20 - 7/22 3 3 days 0 9 6 ;;:SH1NG SCA7
7/22 5 ,., hours 0 5 a iCICLE S£Ar-a~D

HELlCO?,,?
7/23 5 2 hours 0 5 0 ~:SH!NG [30/1.7
7/23 3 2 hours 0 3 0 :~:ClC: SEAFOO:;

H£L!COPicR
7/25 4 2 hours 0 4 0 F:SH:,S 30fl T
8/11 2 4 hours 0 2 0 F~S4If'iG GOAl"
8/12 - 8/13 2 2 days 2 (2-DLG) 4 2 F:SHi~G BOP.. ";"
8/23 - B/24 2 2 days 0 4 2 FISHING SOI,T
8/23 7 3, hours 0 7 0 FiSHING aO/\T
8/26 3 1 day 0 3 0 FISHING BO,\,
8/29 2 7 days 5 14 12 FISHING BO,\-
0/29 5 7 days 5 35 30 YUH A1 R .,\ ,cl~:""'\

C'c"".J. ~ ",\.;;r: •

rOTA~S 58 48 days 20 136 78
., hour

Visitor use of Rounc Island has not increased significantly since 1977. The mode af transportation cha~ged w~:h

~ore fishing boats bringing visitors. and fewer airplanes arriving than in previous years. Local usc die 'n
c~ease during 1980 relative to past years, with many Bristol Bay fishermen stopping in for a few hours vis~t.

~~our parties non-local. 14 parties local.)

Visitors created no ma~or disturbances of walrus herds while arriving or departing from the island, unlike
previous years. The "~ound Island Pennit U creating an entrance corridor through Boat Cove secm'!s to have
?revented unnecessary harassment of walruses.

"



~ALRUS RESEARCH

The three primary objectives for the 1980 field season were:

1. Estimate abundance of walruses each day.

2. Determine the len~th of baul-out dnd feeding excursions.

3. Test methods of attaching visual tags.

I· ~~gn£~n£~ Qf ~~l!g~~~

A. Methods

The total number of walruses hauled-out vas estimated daily. Each
beach on the island vas Individually estimated from vantage points on
nearby cliff tops. Large beaches were subdivided to facilitate esti
mates. We estimated the abundance of walruses on the entire island
for each day of the season.

B. Results

The abunda.ce of walruses on the island was characterized by dramatic
fluctuations (see graph 1). The first two peaks dnd the last three
peaks bUilt up and declined precipitiously. The last tva weeks of
July were Characterized by irregular build-Ups and declines of less
magnitude. This irregular period coincided with a period of very hot
weather (maximum black bulb temperature at camp of greater than 20
degrees Centigrade). Correlations between trends and abundance of
walrus have not yet been calculated.

The first two peaks are spaced about 9 an~ 11 days apart. The peaks
at the end of the summer are further apart, 19 and 15 dals apart.
Increasing time between peaks mal be a seasonal trend. Begining
August 28, there were 1000 or less walruses for nine days (for unknown
reasons). Interestingly, this extended period of low abundance vas
the first low after a major storm that occurred on August 17-18.

A. Attachment of Transmitters

A total of 21 transmitters were attached to walrus tusks. For a sum
mary of attachment method and duration of attachment see chart 1.

Fifteen
with a
winter.
walrusp.s

transmitters were attached to the tusks of sleeping walruses
hydraulically powered banding tool that we developed last
Eleven out o~ the fl~teen transmitters were still attached to
dnd transmitting when we departed the island on September 21.
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he bardinp. tool. which WeS about six feet lon~ (for safety). con
stricted a cOrJ"ll1ercially manufactured hand (Band-it. Denver) wher. high
pressure water was valved ir.to a hydraulic cylinder. This tool had
two major attrlbut p s, no noise and a lot of torque. The transmitter
itself 'liaS attached to the band 'Iii th c bracket lTlade of perfcrated
stainless 5t~el sheeting. 'hen thoroughly cleansed and sc~rified.

epoxy adheres to this mesh effectively. A layer of underwater epoxy
(Aquatapoxy. Americ~n chemical Corp.) was pi~lTlented and applied to the
hracket several days before attachment of the transmitter. This
secured the transmitter in the bracket and increased the si~htability

o~ tbe transmitter. Immediately before attachment to a walrus tusk.
the inside of the band and bracket wa~ liberally cevered with freshly
mixe~ Aquatapoxy.

The four hydraulically attached transmitters that were unsuccessful
are described as follows: two visual ta~s were attached to the second
tusk of the walrus with transmitter #056. This walrus was located
visually dnd electronically on June 18. two days after it was tagged.
and was never again picked up visually or electronically. We suspect
this walrus never returned to Round Island. Trar,sl'l'1itter *684 failed
electronically. after it was attached to a walrus. The signal became
very weak with a range of approximately 30 meters. ~heD attaching
transmitter 1558. the valrus avoke as I turned t!le valve on. shearing
the band of! before it bad time to fully tighten. Nevertheless, the
transmitter remained attached for 26 days. Transmitter '4~0 fell off
after 64 1ays for unknown reasons.

Six transmitters were attached ... ith a latex banding tool which we also
developed last winter. A band of latex tUbing was stretched over a
semi-circular bead. When the expanded band was slipped onto the tusk
of a walrus. the walrus would lever the band onto his tusk as he
raised his tusks into the horizontal threat position.

Two of these six transmitters were applied with rUbber tUbin, tbat was
covered with non-hardened undervater epoxy. One transmitter of this
design fell off immediately, and the other remained attached for 61
days. The remaining four transmitters were covered with fiberglass
mesh that was saturated with underwater epoxy and then tied onto the
latex band. These four conglomerants were variably successful. QDe
was never picked up. one stayed on 32 days. another stayed on 16 days.
and one was still attached when we left the island.

B. Monitorin~ Transmitters

The island was scanned once daily by carrying an automatic scanning
reciever around the island (simultaneouly a daily census of walrus
abundance was conducted). The scanner was programmed at the fre
quency where the transmitters produced the ~axlmum si~nal when the
walrus last hauled out. To ensure that the trans~itters did not drift
out of ran~e. frequencies .002 kz above and below the most up to date
frequencies were also scanned.

C. Results
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Graph 2 displays the haul out pattern of each transmittered walrus
over time. The horizontal axis identifies the bt!nded walrus bv th,=
~requency of the transmitter. The penciled line represents the· time
period that the transmitters were attachedi blackened boxes on the
lirie represent the number of days that the walruses ..·ere hauled out,
non-blackened boxes represent number of days spent at sea.

The radioed walruses' baul-out periods are synchronized at tbe begin
ning and end of the field season. When compared to the islafid abun
dance data, (the ~raphs have the same scale), it is clear that these
synchronized haul-out periods coincide with the dramatic peaks in
abundance. During the last two weeks in July, haul-out of radioed
walruses was irregular, as was the total number of walruses on the
island.

Graph 3 illustrates the baul-out profile of individually radioed wal
ruses. Boxes above zero represent the number of days hauled-out,
boxes below zero represent the number of days spent at sea. Walruses
spent much less time hauled-out than they s~ent at sea. Overall, they
were hauled out 26% of the time (see graph)~ It is also clear that
much individual variation exists.

Visual tags were placed on 14 walruses with the latex banding tool.
These tags were constructed by clamping strips of safflaRgln~ onto the
latex tubing. Six of the visually marked walruses were double tagged.
Throughout the field season there were a total of seven visual
resi~hts. Dates of these resights ",ere June 15. June 18, June 23,
July 5, July 15, and August 16. Your of these resights were dOUble
tagged walruses still with two tags, one was a single tagged ",alrus,
and two were double tagged walruses resighted with only one ta,£. In
addition, one tag that was attached on June? (a single tagged ",alrus)
~as recovered from a carcuss at Cape Seniavin in mid July. Another
tag was beach combed on Round Island (from a single tagged walrus).

Obviously the data is so scant that we can only draw a couple of very
basic conclusions concerning the durability of these v1sual tags.
Sixty-nine days is the longest time that we kno~ a tag remained
attached. A minimum of two tags fell off. Visual inspection through
binoculars indicated that the tags were migratin~ up and down on the
tusks.

Considering that this nevice was at the first stage of development, we
were encouraged by the success. A mechanical expander that would
stretch heavier weight bands may solve the tag loss problems.
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I':A! RliS BMW I ~'G 5TlIoy

FREQ. ,fl.TT/\CHi·iENT fALL OFF # OF DAYS
164.XXX OME DATE ATTACHED 8JLfI,fHi·jENT_ H[TIIOD- - . -- --~----

. - --_ ... --- .. _------

023 6/27 85+ Ba,nd-; t band
0,10 6/9 8/9 61 latex Rubber
056 6/16 Band-it band - visually

+ electronically
picked up 6/18 - then
not seen again

083 6/9 6/10 1 Latex rubber
083 7/17 8/7 32 I.atex rubber + fiberglass.

underwater conglom.
100 6/18 94+ Band-it band
145 7/17 64+ Band-it band
188 6/28 84+ Band-it band
204 7/17 64+ Band-it band
400 6/28 8/30 64 Band-it band
420 6/28 84+ Band-i t band
439 7/16 8/1 16 latex rubber + fiberglass.

86+
aquatopoxy conglom.

460 6/26 latex rubber + fiberglass.
aquatopoxy conglom.

480 6/26 Latex rubber + fiberglass.
aquatopoxy conglom. Nev
resighted.

502 7/17 64+ Band-it band
520 7/17 64+ Band-it band
542 7/13 68+ Band-it band
558 7/8 8/2 26 Band-it band - loose

attachment didn't come in
after 8/2 - presumed off.

582 7/9 74+ Band-it band
656 7/9 74+ Band-it band
684 7/9 Band-it band - electronic

malfunction
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